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Drag reduction is one of the most significant issues within the automotive industry. 
Pressure drag contributed more than 80% of the total drag and it is highly dependent 
on vehicle geometry due to boundary layer separation and formation of wake region 
behind the vehicle. The drag caused by pressure difference at the rear and front of the 
vehicle is a major issue for all car segments especially bluff body car segments because 
it contributed largest fuel consumption. Air suction or blown at the rear of the bluff 
body can alter the flow pattern of the air hence. This resulted in shrinking at the wake 
region which resulting in an increase of rear pressure and reduces the pressure 
difference between front and rear of the body. The objective of this study is designing 
a concept of drag reduction system that can change the pressure distribution and 
reduce drag coefficient (CD) of bluff body which is represented as Ahmed body model. 
The design and testing of the airflow correction device were aided by Computer-aided 
Design (CAD) and computational fluid dynamic (CFD). The concept of the rear air flow 
correction device altered the flow pattern which changes the pressure distribution and 
reduces drag coefficient by 4.5352%. Hence, with full of positive expectation, 
hopefully, this method of reducing drag by using rear suction or blown air flow 
correction device will be broadly used for bluff body car segments. 
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1. Introduction 
 

High pressure drag was created at the back of vehicle especially vehicle with a bluff body car 
segment which include multi-purpose vehicle (MPV), van, suburban utility vehicle (SUV), hatchback, 
and station wagon. This drag caused by large pressure difference between front and rear of the 
vehicle and as a result increase the fuel consumption [1-3]. A lot of studies done by other researchers 
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to reduce the drag such as study of rear spoiler by Sapienza [4] and Sudin [5], study of bumper by 
Håkansson [6] and Huminic [7] and study of diffuser by Sudin [5]. 

Currently the study is focusing on research focused on under rear body modification and exhaust 
gas redirection hence reducing the pressure difference between rear and front of a vehicle [8]. Still, 
there is no study that have been done in reducing rear suction of air flow which would further 
improvise the pressure difference between front and rear of a car.  

The main objective of this research was to introduce new rear suction air flow correction device. 
This device will increase the rear pressure and as a result the pressure differential will also reduce 
accordingly. Theoretically the drag coefficient reduces by having such a device. It is highly potential 
to be widely used by bluff body car segments.  

The effect of venturi will be utilized in inducing car rear pressure. This simulation is conducted 
using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) method and Computer Aided Design (CAD).  To induce the 
pressure at the rear of the bluff body by rear suction air flow correction device, the effect of venturi 
will be utilized. The study will be simulated by using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) method and 
design with Computer-aided Design (CAD) software. 
 
2. Methodology  
 

The body that was generated for this study is Ahmed’s body as specified in the introduction. 
Ahmed’s body was drawn by using CATIA V5R21 by Dassault System, the dimension shown as in 
Figure 1. The dimensions used is the standard Ahmed’s body dimension with no slant angle which is 
broadly used by several researcher such as Ahmed [9], Franck [10] and Johnson [11]. In the modelling, 
the airflow correction device will be added to the standard Ahmed body. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Ahmed body benchmark design 

  
By using simulation, a wind tunnel setup was in accordance to the MIRA model as recommended 

by Gmbh [12] which is two body length to the front, two body length to the side, two body length to 
the top and five body length to the rear.  After that, Boolean subtract was created to diminish the 
Ahmed body leaving only air with empty Ahmed body shape inside. The refinement zone was created 
as suggested by Gmbh [12] and Chen [13]. It is one body length to the front, one body length to the 
rear, one body length to the top and one body length to the side. The geometry was freeze again. 
The suggested model was created by combining the suction and blowing effect which applied venturi 
effect proposed by Bernoulli. The opening at the top rear of the model is ¼ smaller than its bottom 
rear opening. The small opening yield high-velocity low pressure whereas the large opening yield 
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low-velocity high pressure. Therefore, the air was sucked from top rear opening to the bottom rear 
opening. The suction at the top rear of the body pull the pass by air and reduce the wake region 
behind the vehicle. The bottom blowing air increases the air pressure in the wake region. 
 
3. Result and Discussion 
 

Referring to Table 1, the suggested model shows a promising lower Drag coefficient (Cd) is 0.2547 
with 4.535% reduction compared to the benchmark model. Figure 2 represented a benchmark 
pressure contour consecutively in the middle of the body longitudinally. Huge wake structures behind 
the body can be observed from the figure. These unsteady wake structures symbolize large energy 
losses in the flow which contributes to drag [6]. The wake was generated just behind the body as air 
separates from the surface at the trailing edge at the rear of the body. A low-pressure area is created 
behind the body where the separation occurs, and the air is sucked into the wake from all the sides. 
 

Table 1  
Converged drag coefficient (Cd) 
Models Converged Drag 

coefficient (Cd) 
% of Reduction 

Benchmark 0.2668 0 
Suggested model 0.2547 4.5352 

 

 
Fig. 2. Pressure contour of the benchmark model 

 
Moreover, by observing the graph in Figure 3 it can be clearly seen that there is a large pressure 

difference between the front of the body and rear of the body which can be further reduced by 
adding device at the rear of the body. The pressure difference between rear and front of the vehicle 
contributed to pressure drag which contributes to 80% of overall drag [5]. Based on Figure 4, the 
pressure in the central of the rear car body is higher compared to the top area and the bottom area. 
The graph was plot based on the vertical pressure at the rear car body. The graph shows a relatively 
symmetrical shape from middle area to upward and from middle area to downward. The only 
difference in shape is at the both top area and bottom area last end. To overcome this, the suggested 
model was design so that is has a small opening at the top area and large opening for the bottom 
area. By having such design at the car’s rear, a venturi effect would be induced. The outcome would 
be a high pressure for larger opening and vice versa [14]. 

Venturi effect thus create significate reduction of pressure different. This is clearly shown in 
Figure 3, where the wake region become smaller compare to benchmark model. By increasing the 

front rear 
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rear pressure, the pressure difference between front and rear is reduce and further reduce the drag 
by 4.5352%. The air at the top rear was suck by the venturi effect and it was then blow at the rear 
bottom, thus reduce wake region and it also reduce energy lost to overcome friction due to wake 
and pressure difference. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Pressure contour of the suggested model 

 

 
Fig. 4. Pressure Coefficient at Rear Bodies 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

The study shows there is a possibility to improve the aerodynamic for a bluff body vehicle. 
Utilizing ventury effect device create significate reduction of pressure different, reduce pressure drag 
and reduce energy consumption. Therefore, a bluff body shape vehicle can maintain as it is which 
give more space to occupant and at the same time, it is fuel efficient by having this flow correction 
device. The further improvement of this study is to optimize the devices so that it not only function 
but also decorative.  
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